What Is a Gomorrhite?
The DNA Mutation in the Last Days

The King James Bible gives the true account of Sodom and Gomorrah, two of the major cities in ancient days full of sexual deviance, including homosexuality. God took Lot and his wife and daughters out of Sodom so that He could rain fire and brimstone down on it and Gomorrah. That was the punishment that Lucifer instigated God to give on the two cities and their surrounding towns.

But there is a legend tagged to this story. It is said that the inhabitants of Gomorrah had learned to live life chaste, that they never had any sexual or affectionate relationship with another man. It is said that they were born with a DNA mutation, a hormonal imbalance, called homosexuality, and that as a result they desired the face and body of a man instead of the natural desire of a face and body of a woman.

It is said that the Gomorrhite learned to live completely chaste (they had never had a romantic affection towards another man), and as a result they were able to socialize with the straight man and get sustenance and conduct trade with him. The Gomorrhite was also known for watching the door for the straight so that he would not get raped or otherwise be harassed by the Sodomite. But there was always the possibility of a Judaite betrayal for the Gomorrhite who would go queer like the Sodomite and betray the straight.

It has also been said in legend that there would be a cup of serum that would heal the Gomorrhite of his homosexuality and that he would get his butterfly, a lesbian who had also been healed by the cup, to be his wife as a reward for the thousands of years he remained chaste. He was a law unto himself, and some of them actually took God’s point of view about homosexuality, and even more some Gommorite claimed to be born-again Christians and went to church with the straight and his family using the prophecy of chastity as an excuse why he was not married. But they have yet to prove this.

Villa Italia Pasticceria, Schenectady, NY
Bob Mallozzi’s Kindness to Jim Robinson

The Villa Italia has been kind to Jim and his mom for about 7 years now. Jim’s mom recently moved away, and now Jim is left with a new friend. Whereas Mazzone threw Jim out for his rudeness, Jim came back several years later to apologize and request permission to return and Mazzone denied him.

What is Mazzone going to do when Jim gets his bounty hunter’s badge and kindly requests his booth then? Isn’t that obstruction of justice?

But be it known to the people, that restaurants who refuse to support Jim Robinson in his quest to arrest Ciro will not be honored in our public media, but we never force ourselves on anyone, like a common cop will, as Robinson has often accused the undercover for going into trash cans and retrieving notes he threw out. This was on record with Kyle Jones of the Troy Police when he retrieved a note Jim threw out one morning then cuffed him, claiming he was retaliating for Jim calling him a fag when his counterpart had stood in front of Jim’s bathroom in Jim’s own house. This is all in the past, however, and Jim has since given the Chief of Police of Troy a free copy of his 2nd edition. But when Jim makes a mistake, and gets thrown out, we will support that restaurant. Jim doen not expect to make any more of those mistakes, and any framing to deny his patronage is an indication that the owner disagrees with his philosophies of advocate for the poor. This ad become a form of division.